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PREFACE

The panel discussion on "Communicating Science to the Public" was held
May 13, l987, at The University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, Michigan, as
part of lAGLR-87, the SOth Conference on Great Lakes Research of the
Internationa! Association for Great Lakes Research. The panel was
«ganised by the Michigan Sea Grant Co!!ege Program.
The purpose of the media/scientist panel discussion was to provide media
representatives and scientists the opportunity to explore  a! the
frustrations each faces when dealing «ith the other, and 5! how each
might change their respective approaches to feei!itate accurate, eFicient
scientific information transfer to non-scientiTic audiences.

Recent studies have revealed that a large percentage of the American
public believes that science is of great importance, but that the public's
basic science knowledge is «oefully lacking. These studies highlight a
vexing problem: hoar can scientists, through the mass media, enlighten
the tax-paying populace to their important and often fascinating work,
given that a sound foundation in basic science is broadly lacking?
This panel discussion focused on improving the scientist/reporter
mteraction so that an interested, but basica!!y unkno«!edgeab!e public,
might better understand «bat happens behind laboratory doors, and gain
greater appreciation for «hy the scientists' «ork is important and how
that «ork might affect them. C}ua!ity science reporting is essential to
developing such an informed public, and is the responsibility of both the
reporter arid the scientist. The pane! discussion «as designed to enlighten
both reporters and scientists to the constraints and frustrations
experienced by the other and to air possible solutions.
This publication contains the comp!ete transcript of the 90-minute
discussion, including comments and questions from the audience. The
transcript «as edited to improve readabiTity; every effort «as made to
retain the import of each person's comments.
The Michigan Sea Grant staff hopes that both reporters and scientists will
find tbe points made in the panel discussion useful as they pursue their
respective disciplines, which inevitably bring them into contact with one
another. We hope too that these professional contacts may increasing!y
involve mutual respect and assistance, «ith a better-informed pubhc the
beneficiary.
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SUMll4GtY

This summary hats major points ra!sed in the panel discussion. They do
not necessarily reflect the consensus of the group; thev are points that
were either discussed at some length, revealed particu!arly interesting
insights into reporters' or scientists' out!ooks, or provided usefu! guidance
on the issue of communicating science to the pubbc. This summary
cannot capture the excitement and stimulus of the panel discussion, but
rather is intended to orient the reader to the discussion and to serve as a
review.

~ Both scientists and the media have an obligation to inform the
public of scientific findings. They also have an obligation to present
the information accurate!y, clearly, and interestingly.

~ Good reporting of science in the media could result in an interested
public exerting pressure on government oflicia!s to increase funding
for research.

~ When a scientist cannot divulge a!! the information at hand because
it is extremely preliininary or msy jeopardise the privacy of
individuals on whom a study is being conducted, he/she should still
be forthcoming with what information is avai!ab!e; often there is
enough information to make a useful media report.

~ Scientists should not te!! the reporter things that are "off the
record." Most reporters wi!! respect confidences, but there are seine
w'ho do not. Also, an intervie~ httered with, "that's off the record,"
can confuse a reporter.

~ Scientists must bring reporting errors to the attention of the
medium that pub!ished/broadcast them, Often post-facto corrections
wi!! be made.

~ Scientists need to develop the ability to communicate their findings
in layman's terms. This would include:

~ establishing a context for their findings,
~ relating their fmdings to the everyday life of the public, and
~ observing if the reporter interviewing them seems puxz!ed.

~ Scientists shou!d make themselves available to the reporter to check
the accuracy of the story. Many good reporters do this habitua!!y,
although deadlines sometimes prevent it,

~ Both reporters and scientists are troubled by the inaccurate
headlines that, are sometimes tacked on an accurate story.
Headhnes are written by head!ine writers, not the reporters. The
headline writers are faced with the dificult task of boiling down a
lengthy story into a few words and, in addition, are under pressure
to write something catchy.



~ Reporters are constrained by deadlines and by the fact that many
"science" reporters have other beats to cover. While these problems
could be rebeved if media management gave greater attention to in-
depth reporting, scientists must also realize that they cannot expect
a media article or broadcast to express the refinement of a
professional journal article that has undergone months of editing
arid peel review.

~ It is important for scientists to reach out to reporters, and not just
wait for reporters to come to them.

~ In the case of a scientific conference, the orgaruzers could
provide the press with a preview of the presentations, either
through written surnrnaries or a press conference.

s In the case of individual scienrists, they can:
e contact the public infor mation oFice of the institution

where they work, or
~ send the media a press release or other written

synopsis, perhaps followed up by a phone call to ensure
it reaches the right person.

~ However, scientists need to avoid being press freaks; the motivation
for wanting to get a story published should be to provide the public
with interesting and useful information, not self-aggrandizement.

~ Reporters need to realize that it is important to the scientists who
take the time to have an interview to be credited and to have their
institution credited.

~ It would be useful to have professional development conferences or
courses for the media in science writing and for scientists in
communications. This might be arranged on a sabbatical or
interchange basis, or through workshops at professional
conferences.
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Martha Walter � Our list of discussion topics states that the purpose of
the panel is to determine how scientists and inedis representatives
can facilitate accurate reporting of science issues. Implicit in that
purpose is Michigan Sea Grant Communications' bias that reporting
science issues is important. Some people may question that. ! think
this is the basic question we want to address first wr, as stated in
our first discussion topic: do scientists andlor the media have an
obligation to inform the public of scientific findings, and what are the
advantages cr disadvantages to researchers, media, and society of
doing this?

Peter Sly � I think there is no doubt at all that there is an obligation on
the part of scientists to inform the public of scientific findings. I
think reporters have an equal obligation to not make a much larger
issue of something than it really merits. I think this is ~here we
find a dileinma, because once we open Pandora's box a lot of other
Forces come into play.

For example, nutrients is a topic which to us is of continuing
involvement-perhaps not on a daily basis, but certainly quite often
on a monthly, bi-monthly, or yearly basis. There are advances in
our knowledge of processes or of events in different places which
help us develop our understanding. Now this gradual developnient
of understanding may not be important to the media and can be
extremely boring to the public, particularly if the public is
continually bornbarded with the same discussions or topics.
I think one of the difficulties is that we tend to try to find new
images or new reasons wby something should be considered
important simply to retain a media image or at least to meet the
interest of the press. This is our first pitfall. I don't think that we
should do this. You learn after some years of experience that silence
can be extremely golden. There is nothing sc inuch that is wanted
by the press as something it can't get, and if it gets a voluble
scientist it soon tires of that scientist.

We' ve all made our major boo-boos in the past, but I think that we
are learning to cope with the expression of ideas and information to
the press. I think that we can't deny this obligation, but it is one
that we have to temper. We have to educate not only ourselves, the
members of the profession, but we must also educate the inedia as to
what they can and should expect. We really haven't been involved
in media relationships as a profession for that Long, at least not to
the kind of exposure that we have been having over the last decade
or so. I can remember 20 years ago nobody would read an article
about the environment, and the press didn't care. There were far
snore important things to talk about. Now, environmental issues
have been raised considerably, and much to our benefit, because
they attract politicaL attention and this brings in dollars and keeps us
in business. But I think equally we have to guard very carefully, as
the medical profession is finding out and as I heard recently on an
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extremely interesting broadcast over PBS about re!ationships
between the press and the scientist. It is very dangerous to oversell
yourself and oversell your product. An awful lol of peop!e are
coming unstuck in the process.

Marie Sandereon I would agree that it is our duty to enab!e the media
to inForm the ordinary population what we' re finding out, as far as
environmental science goes. At a meeting last night of the East
Michigan Environmental Action Council, a public action group, two
members said to me that it is the duty of the media to keep us
informed about these things.

E!len Rogers - I think we have another duty to present scientific
information as clearly, concisely, and interestingly as possible. That
can be a prob!em because, as you mentioned, a lot of people don' t,
want to listen to it. It's our job to make them !isten to it, but we
also have an obligation to our advertisers-and they pay my salary.
I don't think that makes rne choose a certain story, but there are a
lot of thmgs peop!e don't want to listen to, yet we have an obligation
to inform them.

Harold Humphrey - Let me throw an anchor into this discussion
Sometimes I can't teU you everything. There are times that, as a
responsible public health scientist, I should not give Fu!! disclosure to
the media, The perspective I come from is one where we are trying
to evaluate populations of people who may have been impacted by
some environmental event or a specific toxic chemica! exposure. To
solicit the kind of cooperation we have to have with these
individuals--mothers, their children, fathers-we have to protect the
confidentiabty of the information they are providing to us, and the
nature of that inFormation cannot be revealed to the press. This
creates a prob!em because, if there is some sort of a study going on,
this attracts interest. The public m general is quite curious about
what everybody else is doing or what is happening to so-and-so in
such-andwuch a town. %e also have to realize that data on human
beings has to be carefully weighed and measured before it is made
public, so that misinterpretation or undue hysteria doesn't take p!ace
as a result of preliminary evidence or partial or inconclusive
fmd!ngs. So I add the perspective to this discussion that there are
times when certain types of scientific mformation are difficult to
share with the press and at times may even have to be held back

Ellen Rogers - I have a response. I think the press would like the
information that you can give. A lot of times we' re just looking for
something to nibble on. I think a lot of scientistsJresearchers Feel
that if they can't give reporters all the information, they shouldn' t
give them any of it. Then reporters have to rely on getting the
information from other sources that may not be as good as the
scientist doing the research. That's a hardship because a reporter
doesn't need a!! the information to make a story-I can pass along
what information I have. I wouM rather have a!! the information
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and all the facts, but sometimes we aee a story in that you won' t
give ua anything. A "no comment" is a story. And then...

Harold Humphrey - ...And then our dilemma has really become a
problem because we get into the institutional problems of so-and-so
works for such-and-such an institution or government agency and
therefore by definition is probably hiding something or holding back.
When in fact that may not be the case.

Ellen Rogers - But if you give me a "no comment," it looks like you' re
hiding something, and it will look like that to the public when I say
that this official has "no comment".

Bill Tnrque - I would hate to think the State of Michigan as a matter of
policy is withholding significant public health information from
people. I think there is always going to be an inherent conflict
between ofIicials of any government agency and the press because
we are always going to be pressing for more and more inforination.
I think part of the problem is the nature of science. Reporters are
always looking for that which is definitive, unambiguous, clear,
conclusive, and that's not always the case, particularly with ongoing
studies. I think scientists are more accustomed to dealing with
things that are not black and white. I don't think there is any
permanent solution to this problem-there's always going to be this
dynamic tension.

Harold Humphrey - It certainly should be made clear that there is not
any State of Michigan policy on withholding public health
information. The point I «as ~anting to make, however, is there
are certain types of information on individual humana w hich is
private, which we' re privy to aa a part of a total study. You are
correct that if something ia being found in a study, we are obligated
to share our generic findings.

BN Turque - Don't misunderstand--we' re not interested in
compromising people's privacy, but I think you get into very
dangerous ground when you start w itholding information for fear it
might be misinterpreted. I think that is a very slippery slope.

Hareld Humphrey � The problem when you are dealing with human
populations where you cannot do a controlled experiment, is that you
are dealing with interpretation of data, interpretation of findings,
"grey areas" if you will, and that's food for much thought,
discussion, and debate-and sometimes it's not totaUy constructive.

Bob CampbeU - One of the things that I' ve heard at this conference
from many of the scientists ia that there is not an adequate level of
commitment from both federal governments and the Great Lakes
state and provincial governments. I think that you have to look at
the research that you are doing and wouk} like to do and ask why
there isn't a greater level of commitment. Maybe that has to do
with public pressure, and public pressure is often created by what
we aa the media are able to tell the public about what is going on in
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the environment. So I think we aH need to do a better job of getting
scientists away from just telling their colleagues about their research
to teHing the media what it means. Then we could see if some of that
commitment from the public and from the leaders foHows.

Martha Walter - I think that raises an interesting issue. Given that
information is sometunes withheld because there is fear of
misinterpretation, what can be done by both reporters and scientists
to muumise the possibility of misinterpretation? One problem you' re
faced with is having to simplify complicated information so that the
general public can understand it. That can be very diRicult to do
and keep the information correct. Are there steps that both sides
can take to minimize the chance of incorrect information being
published or broadcast?

Peter Sly - I'H turn the question around a bit and take it from the point
of view of instances that reflect something of considerable
significance rather than the mundane. There are occasions when we
are approached by the press or are talking about something which
invites further exploration by the press. This is a perfectly natural
and proper thing to do. The difficulty is that you reach a point
where you either say nothing more, in which case the "no comment"
story erupts, or you say more than you want and you end up in hot
water. There seems to be no point ~here you can say to the press,
"Hold it. You are asking me as a individual why such-and-such a
thing is occurring. I can teH you, because I know, but if I teH you it
is for your information only." UsuaHy that's not the way it, works.
I ttunk there are many of my coHeagues in this room who have had
soinething go wrong because they have said something, and it' s
either been misconstrued or worse stiH, a private conversation has in
fact turned up on the front page. My own career happened to go
through a situation like that, and it was not a very pleasant
experience. I think it jaded my opinion of the press very
considerably for a number of years. If you want to understand
something you have to understand that our jobs are very often on
the line if it's sometIhing important and there's a very good reason
why we won't explain something. It's not because we don' t, want to.

u pmss somebody beyond a reasonable point you can cause
unmense difficulties, not only for yourself later on but also for the
people you' re talkitig to and the way they ezpress their feelings.
You have to respect us, and I don't think we get the respect from the
media that we expect from our coHeagues. This just may be the way
we each do our business and the way we trade information and
understanding between each other. But if I say to somebody who is
my friend or colleague, "Look, I'H give you some information to help
you develop your experiments. Please don't release it," I usuaHy
can trust him. But that is not the case with the press.

Martha Walter � You' re dealing with really different goals; the goal of
your coHeague and the goal of the press are so diverse. Do any
members of the press have a response to some of these concerns?
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Frank Blanchard - As far as going on and off the record with comments
to the press goes, it has been iny experience in dealing with some
people that the conversation wiH be littered with "that's not for
quote," or "don't use that," or "you can use this." That tends to
become confusing. A good rule of thumb would be to establish
ground rules at the beginning of the conversation with reporters. I
think a very good ground rule is that anything that you say is on the
record.

Ellen Rogers- Don't tell us. It's as easy as that, If you don't want it
used, don't say it. I don't work this way, but I do know some people
who use the information you give them, whether or not you say it' s
on the record or ofT the record. Some people work that way. I think
reporters push for more because a lot of times they are expecting
nothing, and a lot of times they get nothing when it's possible to get
soinething. I have had ofTicials tell me nothing, and after I have
pushed thein a little, they say, "Oh yes, I can tell you that," and
they go on and give me what I can use. I know that they have to go
to their superiors and they have to get things checked out on what
they can teU the press, but I think that we have learned from
experience to push for more. My advice is to push back and to say,
"No comment, I cannot teH you this, I know it but I cannot tell you."

Marie Sanderson - Could I just teil a personal story and ask the media
people if they' ve done anything like this? This is one time we really
got into trouble at the Great Lakes Institute. It was at an IAGLR
meeting actually, but the reporter isn't here so I can tell the story.
We were questioned on the toxic contaminants we were finding in
the St. Clair River and something <as mentioned about one source,
The reporter asked us after the talk to identify the source and we
said that that was confidential information. Then the break was
over and we headed back into the session. We thought the interview
was over, but strangely enough the reporter had his tape recorder on
in his pocket, and going back into the session we said, "Well, Bow
Chemical would be glad to know we didn't mention them by nainel"
Of course the next day the paper headlined that Dow Chemical was
the culprit, so we got into a lot of trouble for that. Is that a common
practice among reporters?

Ellen Rogers � I work with TV, and people know when they are on
because they have a bright light shining in their faces.

Sill Tutque � It is unfortunate that there are cases where oft-the-record
confidences have been broken by reporters, but, I would be naive to
say it doesn't happen. I like to think that this is the exception
rather than the rule. What Frank said about establishing ground
rules before the interview is very important. I don't think there is
anything that alienates a journalist more than having a long fruitful
conversation with somebody in any discipline and then be told, "By
the way, that's off the record." That's a surefire alienating thing,
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There is one other thing I would like to say about this business of
"no comment" or an official not being able to comment. It's perfectly
reasonable for an official to say, "I can't comment because it's going
to compromise some person's privacy," or "I can't comment because
by law this information is not public," but to say, "I'm not going to
comment because it's just going to stir the pot or it's going to get so-
and-so in hot water," is something that is less satisfactory to us. I
guess that's where "no comment" becomes a red flag, sort of an
invitation to probe further.

Harold Humphrey - What we are really doing is communicating on two
levels. At one level, scientists have to realize that if they are doing
something that has public interest, they are going to have to
communicate with media people. At the other level, the media
people are trying to communicate with the public. We are fooling
ourselves if we think we can avoid this communication. It has to
happen. I would suggest that the scientists need to really consider
their abilities to communicate clearly with the media, who generally
are not scientists. In other words, can you boil your work down?
We are all very enthusiastic about what we do and we can talk at
length in very complicated terminology to colleagues, but the bottom
line, if your research is of public interest, is that eventually you aregoing to have to discuss it in a language that is understandable by
non-scientific people. So the communication part is very important.
I think there is a little bit of confidence or rapport that can be
established between the press and scientists. It has been myexperience on numerous occasions that, given the nature of the work
we' re doing, it has been understood that I can't give names and
addresses of participants in a study. But at times we have asked
participants if they would be willing to talk to a press person
because the press is often interested in getting a quote from
somebody. If the individual is agreeable to that, then we let that
individual contact the press person, This makes the media people
rather happy, I think, because we' re showing some degree of
cooperation. In return, in many instances someone who is writing a
story will phone me and say, "What do you think about this
paragraph I just put together?" and I get a chance to say, "Yes,
that's fine," or "No, that's not correct," or "That will be interpreted
poorly, let me assist you." We discuss it, and the story ends up
coming out fairly acceptable. So, ability to communicate and
building some kind of rapport between the media and the scientist
can ease us through these needs to communicate to the public.

Bob Campbell - I think you' re right about a lot of reporters feeling very
hesitant, perhaps from something ingrained in journalism school,
about sharing anything with a source before publication. In my
years in the business I' ve seen that some of the best reporters do
this over and over again to make sure that what they are writing is
correct. Unfortunately, deadlines sometimes get in the way of doing
that all the time.
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This business of on the record and off the record is not very simple.
Watergate taught us that there is background, and then there is
deep background. When we are getting into these situations both
the reporter and the scientist have to make clear «hat they mean.
Does oft' the record mean that the information ia for your eyes only;
you should not bring it up with anybody else? Does it mean that you
shouldn't try to corroborate the information independently? Or just
what does it mean? That's something that we all probably ought to
keep in mind.

Ellen Rogers � I' ve had people tell me, You can uae this information,
but don'l, tell anyone I told you." In that case I usually try to get
someone to verify that information and then I can uae it.

Frank Quinn - One of the problems that I' ve found in the last couple of
years with the lake level problems occurs when somebody gets
flooded and they are upset. You explain to the media the whys and
wherefores and what could be done under various conditions. You
also point out that you' re with a non-regulatory agency, that you
have no control over what's done about water levels, and that it's s
political decision. Then the reporter turns around, and the last
question on the air is, "But what do you think?" Well what you
think is going to be subject to five people and you' ll get something
from the Secretary of Commerce that says you don't think the right
way. We like to point out that we don't make the decisions but we
do try to communicate all the ins and outs, and the reporter will still
come back with, "Yes, that's very good, but what do you really
think? Don't you have compassion for aB these poor people out
here? A lot of time scientists, particularly government scientists,
have a problem dealing with questions aa to what their particular
view might be rather than questions about the facts of the case.

Martha Walter - I think this is a good opportunity to see if anyone m the
audience has any questions or comments on the issue of correct
reporting of materials to the press snd not being misinterpreted.

At3dience - I «ould like ta ask Ms. Rogers if you have ever gotten into
trouble regarding the accuracy of information provided by people
who've asked you not to quote where it came from?

Ellen Rogers - No, because if I can't verify through someone else, I
don't use it�because if I get sued, I can't say who supplied the
information.

Andience - When information comes out in the press and it's factually
wrong, where does the responsibility lie? Does it lie with the
reporter or the scientist? Obviously it depends on the situation, but
how do you deal with the responsibihty issue?

Ellen Rogers � I' ve had people give me a report and say, "Here's my
report, that's all the time I have," and then I'm left to decipher it. I
think if the scientist said, "Here's my report, here are the key things
that I think are important, and I'0 give you fifteen seconds sound
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bite on it if I can," it works bet ter. Many times in my reports I'H
introduce a complicated aspect and then go on to describe it the best
way I can, using the scientist's notes and my notes. I think an extra
effort is required when something is complicated. I try to give an
extra effort to understand and I would hope the scientist or
researcher would also do the same, and say, "Boy you have a
puxxled look on your face, and if you have a puzxled look, I bet your
viewer or your reader is going to." I think you have to take a litt]e
cue from the reporter, and if he or she keeps on asking questions
then you have to take time to boU it down.

Bill Turque - I think that the reporter is responsible for anything that is
published under his or her name or goes out over the air with his or
her name on it. But before that it is the responsibility of the
principal players in the story to point out an error if they see one,
Otherwise we sometimes simply don't know. A lot of news
organixations are very delinquent about correcting their mistakes,
partly because they don't have their feet held to the fire by people
who are involved in the story. We will correct mistakes if they' re
brought to our attention and we' re responsible.

Bob CampbeU - If you are a regular reader of The Free Press, you wiH
see from time to time that what seems like a quarter of page three is
made up of corrections. We try to bend over backwards to correct
any errors that are brought to our attention. I would much rather
that you let us know if we make a mistake, particularly if you' re the
one being quoted, so that we can correct it, than to have you sit in
your office and stew about what a poor job we' re doing.

Franir. Blanchard � It's important to note that errors can be introduced
into newspaper stories or broadcast reports by editors, headline
writers, and a number of other individuals who handle stories before
they appear.

Harold Humphrey - Let's talk about those headHne writers. My
experience has been that often the reporter is good and takes the
information down and sometimes has time to verify the story. Then
this same reporter has had to call me to apologise for what came out
in the paper because there is some other guy or gal who wrote the
headline. You' ve got a fairly benign, but factual, story going and a
screaming headhne that is shouting who knows what, but it's enough
to seH papers apparently. A real dilenuna in the printed media
business is that the headline writers often are not in concert with
their reporters, and it is embarrassing to aH parties and obviously
aggravating to the source of the story or to a public otFicial, because
bureaucracies are very sensitive to big black bold letters appearmg
in print.

Marie Sanderson I' ve got a visual aid-The windsor Star. "Heavy
water" [in the headline] connotes to most people something about
nuclear reactors or radioactivity, but this really is a story about
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metals in precipitation falling on the lakes. So this is a good case in
point.

Frank Quinn - I think we all have our horror stories on that and it
points out that more care has to be taken by the headline writers,
It's interesting when a story goes out over the AP or one of the other
wire services to see what the headlines actually are as it goes
around the country. I w as interviewed for a story in Toledo about a
year ago, and most of the people that picked it up ofF the wires wrote
nice headlines, but one newspaper prmted in great big letters, "The
Great Lakes to Rise Five Feet." Well, immediately the phone
started ringing and people got very concerned. I read the article
carefully to make sure I didn't say anything I didn't want to say. It
was the same as every other article, but the headline writers must
have needed a grabber for that particular page, and some of them
are very creative at combining words.

Martha Walter - Is that a fact of life that we have to live with? I would
hke to ask the media people if there is any way to educate headhne
writers.

Frank Blancharsi - I don't know about that, but I' ve written headlines
for newspapers before and it's a tremendous challenge to boil down a
thousand-word article into five words. It's a tough job to begin with
and then the other source of pressure is that you are trying to sell
newspapers and you want a catchy headline. I can't suggest an
easy solution.

Bob Campbell - I would concur that if a headline writer is given a story
that is anywhere from 15 to 80 inches long, it's darn near impossible
to reflect what's in that story in a three-hne singleeo!umn head
where each line can be no more than eight or nine characters.
Headlines are written to get people to read the story and sometimes
they overstate what's in the story. I'm not sure what can be done
about that.

Slartha Walter - That reminds me of the dilemma that Ellen brought up
a few minutes ago and that is that the press feels a responsibility to
have the public read this rnateriaL If it's not presented in a
somewhat interesting, attractive way they won't read it. So are we
real straight forward and have nobody read it, or do we try to inake
it especially attractive and at least get people into the story?

Audience - An incident, came to a head about two or three months ago
where I work. About every week or so we were being interviewed
by different sectors of the media, and we were giving the interviews
quite wiUingly. The stories came out quite well, but all of a sudden
in one week we were interviewed by about six people and apparently
the reporters started talking to each other. One reporter actually
vrrota a story who had never even talked to us at the research center
or to the people in the coinmunity. These people, who the story was
about all of a sudden started reading six stories from six difFerent
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papers and seeing it on TV, and they became really concerned, One
reporter ca!!ed to see how the story was being taken and I said,
"You really raised a ruckus over here." It had taken me a good
year-and-a-ha!f to present this data very carefully so as not to scare
peop!e with it, and all of a sudden headline writers had these big
things splashed across papers stating that people are eating
contaminated meat. I just got so fed up with them that I to!d a lot of
the reporters I was sure that they had gotten more subscriptions
thanks to this great story, and to them it was yesterday's story, but
at the research center we had to put up with all the incoming calls
and the damage to our reputation for doing work for the community
itself. I'd just, like to know from the media what happens when you
do something like thatAo you get calls from the peop!e about whom
you wrote the story saying that you real!y did damage to them or
their reputation?

SN Turque - Sometimes there is a difference between a story that a
public agency doesn't like and a story that is inaccurate. Those are
sometimes two very distinct things, Could you be specific about
what the story was or exactly what the facts were?

Audience - For a year-and-a-half we were doing research to see if wild
meat that was eaten by native people was in fact contaminated
enough by environments! contaminants that the people should not
eat tbe meat. We found out that it was so-so, but the titles and the
headlines and the stories were saying "Poor Indians Must Eat
Contaminated Meat Despite Research," whereas it could have been
turned the opposite way and it could have said "Meat is Safe to
Eat."

Ellen Rogers � But was it?

Bill Turque - The study findings were inconclusive?

Audience - Yes they were. But all the headlines were all very negative
and we were getting calls from native people a	 across Canada and
the States who depend a !ot on wild meat. And they wanted to know
what was gomg on-they had thought that the risk was pretty
moderate based on our research. That really damaged us.

IlaroM Htunphrey - Was it the conclusion of your scientists that the
!eve!s that you were observing in the wild animals were not
excessive?

Audience - That was the conclusion.

Harold Huniphrsry - That apparently was not the conclusion of the
press. There is your difficulty. The scientists had reached one
conc!usion and for reasons I don't know the press reached another
one.

EHen Rogers � I think that this is a perfect example of what happens

to und
between a person who has some information and one who is trying

understand what it is. I'm not putting blame on anyone, but I
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think its iinportant to say, "This is the conclusion,"-and keep on
saying it.

HaroM Humphrey � We scientists work in terms of parts per trillion,
micrograms per liter and so on and so forth, and when we say a
buzz word like dioxin, immediately you aG light up. When we
quantify that in some way-say, three parts per trillion, you light up
more-you' ve got a number for goodness sake. I' ve had experiences
where people ran around and said, "I' ve got three, I' ve got three,"
and they are quoted in the papers saying, "I'm contaminated, I'm
ruined, I'm going to die, I' ve got three." Three parts per billion oF
PCB is a very low ainount; your average American has more than
that, and yet there was a number, a quantitation, a unit of
measurement, and it was played up. That's a difficulty we run into.
Again it's that communication. To the scientist there's a perspective
about what three parts per trillion, or three parts per billion, means.
The media people obviously don't have that perspective. They see
numbers and units of measurements, and they have neat catch
words hke PCBs and dioxins and toxaphene and so forth, and
whammo, they have a neat story.

Bill Turque � I want to comment on something I bear a lot when we
have discussions like this, and that is the iinplication that the
reporter somehow has a financial interest in se0ing more papers or
increasing subscriptions as a result of the news that they write. Pin
sure the other journalists will agree with me that newspapers are
sold by supermarket ads, Dear Abby, and the oomic strips, and it
doesn't matter what the Michigan Department of Public Health is
saying or what the city council is saying or what is on page one.
That's a canard that I would really like to do away with. I have
never been involved in a story where an editor told me, Look you
really ought to play this one up big because it will help our Sunday
circulation." That doesn't happen.

Martha Walter � Maybe all the headline writers need to have the same
attitude. Perhaps that would solve some of the problems we brought
up.

Audience - One thing I think the media has to realize is that the
average person is used to working or living in a yes-and-no society.
But as a researcher, if I knew, why would I be researching? If I
come up with some data pointing in a certain direction, someone will
say, "ls it so or not?" and I say, "I th.ink so."

"Is tlus gong to hurt someone?

"I'm not sure." Well, we have to realize that nothing is definite-
everyone thinks we' re leaving here today, but we may not- We plan
on it, but. if I said, "Well probably," someone would lean back and
say, "What do you mean?" That's what happens- »thing's
definite, and as soon as you hear us say "probably" or maybe. yo>
have to realize that just because a researcher is doing somethmg
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doesn't make it a fact. A hundred researchers doing it may not
make it a fact either. Maybe the news people from different
publications should have someone who understands science or who
can take some science classes, or go into a research facihty and see
what data rea!!y is; that it's not just one number. One number may
be ten thousand data points.

Bob Campbell - I think we understand that. The question is that we' re
obhgated to te!! our readers what research findings mean. There
was a presentation here yesterday about how the types of PCBs
changed in Saginaw Bay from the inner bay to the outer bay. That
is pretty much what the researcher presented, which was fine for
that audience. But if I were to do a story on that, I wou!d have to do
more than just report that PCBs change from here to there. I would
have to say what that means in terins of toxicity, in terms of
availability to fish, and all those sorts of things. If we don't know
the answer, fine, but we have to say so, So don't feel put on the
spot particularly if you have to say, "I don't know," because we say
"I don't know," all the time.

Bill Turque - Bob brought up a rea!!y iinportant point in ta!king about
areas where scientists and reporters can work together more
effective!y. I think it would be great if you could somehow help us to
make the link between the finding and the everyday !ife of the
reader in some way, such as in soine kind of significant decision that
they have to make in their life, like "Am I going to eat fish from
Lake Superior? Where am I going to live? Am I going to use a
certain kind of insulation in my house?" It seems to me that science
reporting is most valuab!e when it can help people make sny kind of
decision !ike that. But we must somehow bring down the
information to the most common denominator because otherwise the
message is not going to come through as clearly as it might.

Martha Walter � In talking about the need to interpret what scientific
findings mean or what three parts per trillion are and about the
possible need for reporters to have a better understanding of what
they are reporting on, there are two problems that interest me. One
is that many reporters are not scientists and, in many cases,
reporters have more than just a science beat to cover, so they are
really scrambling «hen they do a science story to get and
understand the information as quickly as they can. An issue
re!sting to that is, as I understand it, many times a story is not
considered worth covering unless it's immediate, un!ess it's news
breaking today. Some scientific research is not quite that exciting,
even though it's mteresting and valuable. I think this conference is
an examp!e. I talked to a couple of reporters who wanted to come
and cover this conference but weren't sure that they could because
their editors would probab!y not let them come unless they could
specify something really hot that was going to happen that they
should be here for. Yet what a wonderfu! opportunity this
conference is for just sitting and absorbing a !ot of information about
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Great Lakes research. Does anyone have a response to those
issues?

Ellen Rogers - I think that gets down to deadlines. The reporter wants
to know, "What do you have for me today?" and once your story is
Bed or your report goes on the air you start on tomorrow. We don'
have a lot of time to sit through a whole conference and absorb. So
we go to the people attending the conference and ask, "What's good
today, what have you gotten out of this?" I think deadline pressure
creates a lot of problems.

Martha Walter - You inight need twice the staff to cover science in that
way.

Peter Sly - I think also it is a matter of the kind of material that you ai
trying to address. There are obviously many issues that we' re
addressing which are appropriately dealt with on a daily basis in th
press. But thinking of the Canadian press, The Globe and Moil, for
example, has presented a number of extremely well-thought-out ani
well-prepared articles over the years. I think it's very much to thei
credit that they have been willing to devote half a page or somethin
hke that in an internal section to present a weil-prepared, well-
argued article that has probably taken several weeks to prepare or
perhaps months to prepare if the article is one oF a series. It's close
to magazine publishing in some ways. I don't know the American
press weH enough to know how many newspapers in the States
accomplish this kind of approach. It's certainly not done widely in
Canada, but it is done occasionally and done extremely well, and it
provides us with an opportunity to raise topics which are not of
immediate interest.

I think there are some very excellent topics which you can consider
in this light; for example, the issue of climatic change or climatic
variability. There is the ~hole question of desertification, which is
taking place in various parts of the world, and the implications for
North America. Now, to none of these things do we have immedia
answers, nor can we give you immediate explanations because the!
are extremely coinplicated. But they are topics which we have
addressed over the past five or ten years and inust expand on muc
more in the future. I can remember my own earliest attempts abo
15 years ago to try to get programs off the ground in our own
department on climatic studies. It's only now, in the past three or
four years, that something like this has come to the fore sufficientl
that we can actually start developing major programs. But these
programs will probably take decades to provide satisfactory
information, and we desperately need the kind of' support within tl
public doinain to make theni possible. The political realm operates
on a maximum of a five-year cycle and more usually somewhere
between three and four years. Good research cannot be based on
that kind of cyclic operation in most cases.

13
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I think of Ross Horrali's work on the development of techniques and
Neal Foster's work presented this morning on olfactory cueing for
salrnonids and lake trout in the Great Lakes, and the work that was
done to develop data on the returns of these fish over a period of
many years. You can't expect a return from the adult fish for at
least five years. Now unless we are able to sustain projects of this
nature ws can't hope to address some of the questions in the
ecosystem. But they are not topics which are going to provide a
sudden return for the press tomorrow and nor are they topics that
we can easily explain to you in five minutes. It just doesn't work
that way. You' ve got to be willing to address these bigger program
areas if you want us to take a real interest in you. Yes, we have to
work short term as well as long term, but you' re not giving us fair
measure for the most part, You give us the measure that you want
to give and not the measure that we need to have. We understand
that it's the nature of the business that we' re in, but I think a httle
more give and a little bit more understanding on your part would
help us tremendously.

Martha Waiter Are there certain forms of media that are more
conducive to the long term in4epth report than others? For
example, is a magasine more suited than a daily newspaper or is «
print media more suitable than broadcast media?

Frank Quinn - Let me address that from having seen what has
happened with recent high lake levels compared with what went on
in '73 and 'S4, The coverage this time in getting the information out
to the public has been extremely good in all media. Throughout the
Great Lakes region we' ve had a number of newspapers that have
done anything from an entire segment to two or three pages at a
time directed towards the lake level problems, the whys and the
wherefores, complete with graphics. We' ve also had various TV
stations take the time to go to several places around the lakes and
talk to people, shoot pictures, and produce graphics and develop the
story in a series. We' ve had the same thing in the magazines. I
think it can be done on the type of a story that's not a flood, a
hurriciine, or some other imnuaiiate crisis, because it lends itself to a
longer term approach and more detail in which the facts can be
checked out in just about all aspects of the media.

Marie 8anderson � I would like to add to what Frank said about the
lake levels. I think the reporters on both sides of the border have
done an excellent job in presenting this science very clearly and very
simply to the ordinary person. Many of you who live in the Great
Lakes region are familiar with this. But I think the sad thing is that
someho~ this information is not convincing to the ordinary person.
That's what troubles me. One of iny students did a survey just this
last term among approxhnately 76 shore owners on Lake Erie. One
hundred percent believed that the high lake levels were not caused
by natural causes but by man-made shipping and hydroelectric
power companies. So what's the answer there?
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Harold Humphrey � However, let's thro~ another monkey wrench into
this. I chaHenge the scientists to get off their high horses, stop
pontificating, and realize what kind of writing we' re used to. Most
people in this room have published peer reviewed articles. How
many tunes do you write that article? Three, four, five, six drafts,
and then your peers tear it apait and you rewrite it. That's the kind
of writing we' re used to. It has to undergo that kind of scrutiny,
that kmd of time put in it. Obviously, a reporter writing an article
in the newspaper is not going to have that kind of time to put into it,
so I think we have to realize if we want the lay public world to know
about what we' re doing we' re going to have to accept the fact that
it's not going to be the same quality of writing, of thoroughness, of
double checking, rechecking, and using the thesaurus that we get
when we try to pubhsh in our professional journals.

This is a Catch-22. If nobody knows about the Great Lakes and
there is no interest in the Great Lakes, there is no Funding for Great
Lakes research and we' re all out of business. So we do have to go
public. It's been shown in the last four to six years that by going
public  and your bosses have all done this!, that the funding for
Great Lakes research in general has been forthcoming. Budgets
were just, restored, etc. Well when you go public you have to rely on
the media to ten the public what you' re doing. So on the one hand
that type of reporting is not going to be done with the thoroughness
we like to enjoy in our professional articles, but on the other hand it
is a necessary thing that we have to do. So the fact is that two
kinds of communication are really necessary from the scientists'
standpoint.

Ellen Rogers � I think s lot of scientists wait until the reporter comes to
them. They want to get their information out to the public, but they
wait until the reporter hears it or reads about it somevrhere else. I
have had numerous doctors call me and say, "I think yow viewers
would be interested in this surgery. I can get a patient that is
willing to talk to you." If you can tell me specifically what you' re
doing and then show its effect on someone that tny viewers can
relate to, that's going to grab their attention and get the information
across.

Bob Campbell - Along those same lines I'd suggest that for a conference
like this, one of things you might consider next year is to bring
together, at the start of the conference, those reporters who are
covering it and several of the scientists who have been involved in
organizing it and have a pretty good l'eeling for what is going to be
presented. They could outline for us the things that can be easily
communicated to the public. We' re still going to run around and try
to dig up our own stories, but this would help an awful lot at a
conference like this where half the time we can't understand what is
being presented.
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Frank Quinn - That's an excellent idea. We' ve never done that before
that I'm aware of at the IAGLR conferences, but it was done very
effectively this year at the annual meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science in Chicago. They
brought the press in prior to the actual presentations, some of the
people gave an overview on what we were going to say, questions
could be asked, and then if the reporters wanted, they attended the
presentation. And the press coverage of the meeting, at least of our
sections, was excellent.

Martha Walter � This raises one of the questions on our list, which is,
how do scientists reach reporters? In Ellen's case, some doctors m
the area apparently know they can call her. I think there may
sometimes be scientists who would like to talk to a reporter but don' t
know how to break the ice. Who do they call? Who do they call at
the newspaper; who do they call in the university?

Frank Blanchard - I'd like to make a plug for your local public
information office. This is what I do, and I try to act as a bridge
between reporters and scientists. It is iny job to keep up with
scientists and their concerns and keep up with reporters and their
needs. Public information offices, if well put together, would be a
good place to start.

Ellen Rogers - In my case there's a public relations person at Michigan
State Umversity that calls me on different types of news stories that
he feels I might be interested in. He alerts Tne to the stories and
then I call the researcher, the doctor, or whoever snd go from there.
Many times I' ll read about something and have no idea it was right
in my backyard. When I ask him why he didn't tell me about it,
he' ll say, "I didn't think you'd be interested."

I have the additional problem oF pictures. I'm always asked at, the
station what pictures do I have for a story. At a conference like this
it's difficult to make a TV news story because they want pictures,
they want sound, they want something to grab the people' s
attention. Going with your point, if you can tell me what's the best
visual area of the conference, that's probably what we' ll hit. If a
scientist has video tape or slides or pictures, that makes it more
probable that we'0 cover the story.

Martha Waiter - Is there ever a situation where a scientist does not
have access to a public information office? Are there any
government agencies where a scientist would be on his own? >< if
sonieone wanted to be covered in Netosiueek, would they caU you up.
Is that the first step and how receptive are you to this?

810 Turqne - It's kind of idiosyncratic for us because we' re scatter
over the place. But yes, you can go to whatever regional outlet
there is of a national pubhcation. We have editors in New Yo«<at
specialize in science and medical matters, and they wdi always be
receptive, whether they get something in the maB or a phone cail
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Phone ca!!s can be surprisingly effective; rather than throwing
something over the transom, just pick up the phone.

Harold Humphrey - We scientists are kind of humble and reserved-we
don't go and do that. In fact one of the most devastating things is to
have a discussion with a reporter and you think, "Oh boy, I'm going
to be famous," and you' re not even in the article.

Frank Quinn - We got a complaint about an article in a national
publication that dea!t with the lake levels where some people in
Agency X spent literally hours with several reporters. They eagerly
opened the magazine when it came out to see their names in print
and their agency mentioned, and there was absolutely nothing.
These people were very upset and disgusted with the investment of
their time. With a government agency it's always nice to be credited
with saying something that peop!e are interested in because you
hope that attracts the eye of your congressman or whoever is on the
right appropriations committee. But a lot of times people wi!! invest
a significant amount of time in ~orking on a story with a reporter
and look to see whether or not they are quoted or their agency is
even mentioned. Something you have to keep in mind as a reporter
is that when a scientist takes severa! hours with you, that's time
they are taking out of their research program, which is what they
get their rewards from-pubbcations and position. Most scientists do
not get awards, such as an associate professorship, for five
interviews per month. So when they invest t!me and eFort in an
interview they do like to see some type of acknowledgment,

Peter Sly - I think, Frank, there is another side to it, and that is that
there are many scientists who regard their colleagues as press
freaks. In some cases there are certain classes of scientists who
seem to spend their time going after the press. That's not usually
regarded as a particularly high qua!iftcation within the profession
itself. I would say that� from the majority of scientists that I' ve
come across, there's a willingness to participate in PR; there's an
eagerness to present work in the best possible or most truthful light.
There's also a pleasure in seeing the presentation wen done and the
credits going to a!! the people who are invo!ved. But there is also a
very strong feeling of anti-invo!vement or anti-participation and even
an annoyance, I would say, at some scientists who go out seeking
the press. I must say that I tend to fo!!ow the latter group. I do not
seek the press, but I'm happy to give them information if it seems to
me to be something that's usefu! and worthw hile doing. But in
general, my experience with the press, as you have probably
gathered, has not been one of excess pleasure and great satisfaction
with the results. It's probably pardy my own fault -I don't deny
that--but I think it's a matter of experience and learning how to cope
with the situation. It's something which has evolved over many
years, and there are certain parts of the scientific profession which
depend very much on the influx of dollars from outside sources or
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from sources which can be at least partiaHy influenced by media
presentation.

I think it,'s very inappropriate to have what we sometimes caH
"Globe and Mail research." It's the latest product of a particular
newspaper; in this case The globe end Mail, Sometimes it's very
appropriate, but the fact is that very often you get hot and cold
respottses to whatever turns up in the newspaper or on TV, and that
doesn't make for good science either. I think it makes people within
the scientific community very annoyed to see funds being either
masted or new directions taken simply because of something which
appeared in the paper. So there is another side to it, and I think it' s
a matter of balance and experience and the way you deal with it.

Marie Sanderson - May I say to peter that you belong to a outfit that
everyone knows about, Canada Centre for Inland Waters. But we
are a nem group, and no one had ever heard of us before the toxic
blob in the St. Clair River came into the papers. So we were rather
glad that we got media coverage for that, and it certainly has helped
our research contract.

Bob CaInpheQ � I would like to address the question of giving credit
~here credit is due. I often feel bad about that myself, because on
larger stories I' ll interview maybe 30-35 people, but when you get
down to reality you' ve got 60 or 80 inches to write in, and a lot of
the people that you talked to in trying to understand the situation as
weH as you can said very simUar things. You can't quote everyone.
You don't have the space to do that and unFortunately we' re not set
up so we can list the credits at the end of the story. I'd like to. This
happened to me recently, and someone at the conference brought it
up. Bill Richardson and Russ Kreis spent several hours with me on
a story that I did on the Detroit River and Bill was in the version
that I wrote. But I understand that the edited version vras cut from
'70 to 60 inches and Bill mas missing. He was very helpful, and he
alerted me to a couple other people wbo ended up being very high in
the story. But sometimes there is no way around that.

AttcUence - I'd hke to answer the question just because the Detroit Free
Press contains the answer. That is that whenever there is any sort
of tmo-bit a~ard given to third place in the lo~er county AP or
whatever, aH those people's names get in the paper, no matter how
large. In a 6 Finch story you could certainly give over two inches to
that in 5-point type and bst all those people, if you really ~anted to.
I doubt that you really «ant to, but if you really Felt that it was
important you could.

Bob Campbell - %'ell, if my editors thought it was important, we could.
I can't change it.

Attdience � That's passing the buck.

Bill Tttrqne - I think the test has to be whether the story was fair,
whether it was accurate, whether it increased the public's base of
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knowledge about an important matter, and not whether everybody
got a chance to take a bow.

Martha Walter - At Michigan Sea Grant we are involved in this too. We
always love to see Sea Grant mentioned in an article about our
work, but again, we are looking at different goals. We vrant to have
our name in print because a congressman may notice we' re doing
this great work and be more inclined to vote funding for us. The
reporters are looking at the facts of the story as being the important
thing.

Harold Humphrey - Let me ask a question. I was kind of intrigued by
Peter's comment about these scientists who publish in the popular
press. For the reporters, when you have a situation that sounds
kind of good, do you take a look at it and try to verify it or
corroborate the information with other scientists? Do you try to sort
out-weed out � these Folks who have a tendency to publish first in the
popular press and perhaps later get a peer-reviewed article? Do you
follow up on your stories?

Bob Caxnpbell - We try, but sometimes there isn't the opportunity to
talk to the people you'4 like to before you have go to press. A good
example of that was at the World Conference on Large Lakes last
year where the researcher from Toronto presented information about
contarninants in food. That was probably the best-covered story at
that conference, and the next day it was probably the most criticized
story to come out of the conference as her peers started tearing holes
into the research. We all had deadlines, we all knew that we were
interested in the story, and you can't afford to be a day late.

Harold Humphrey � Had a couple of those catch ~ords in it didn t it.

Bob Campbell � Sure,

Audience � What is the role of the press release? How does the press
view it and how should scientists view it in terms of its usefulness?

Ellen Rogers - When we get a lot of press releases from political people,
my news director will in some cases say, "That's just a press
release," snd push it over to one side. Then we get the press release
that is alerting us to a story that we wouldn't know about othervrise.
In most cases, I read the press releases I open, I Be them, and on
the day the event occurs we !ook at the press release for key
information on where, when, and who we should talk to. I don' t
think you can go vrrong with a press release because that alerts us
to your story.

Harold Humphrey - But you better make sure the press release gets out
to everybody. I' ve had guys call up-I think that fellow at the end of
the table barked at me one day snd asked how come he didn't get. s
press release. I said, "I don't know, you'll have the aak the press
office. I didn't have anything to do with it." There are hazards to
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using press releases because sometunes they' re missed or they don' t
get to everybody.

Franlt Quinn - Press releases are one of the things we do use through
our office in Boulder that does our PR work They do hke to get out
so many stories, and if they see something that they feel would be of
interest they try to flag it. Our office here is involved in only two or
three a year at most, but we' ve had a lot of success with them
judging by the clipping service. We did one about three or four
months ago on the lake levels and the response was amasing. We
got clippings from Tulsa, Dallas, Los Angeles, the ¹rrr York Times.
There are people who will pick up things from a press release who
you inight not think would be the least bit interested, so you do get
extremely broad coverage. We found it to be very effective,

Bill Turque - I think press releases are important but they should be
followed up with a phone call if you really want to make sure that
it's getting to the right place, that the right person is reading it. You
have to make an additional pitch because we get so many releases,
and things do fall behind desks and through cracks.

Audience - As a journalist I have often found scientists dealing with me
in the language that they would use in dealing with their peers. I
was told one time by a woman that a friend of hers had monozygotic
daughters and I didn't know whether to gasp or what. My initial
thought was to say, "Ob, how awful," until high school biology came
into play and I thought, "Oh, identical twins, I believe we' re talking
about here." And don't think the press is not concerned either. One
of the recent issues of Editor and Pablisher talked about a situation
in the East ~here an article had described the sevrage system in a
particular community as being contaminated with mice and shrimp.
Of course the aniinal activist people vrere most concerned because
they thought. that there were mice swimming around in the se~er
system snd probably drowning. Now in that case, had the source
made clear that they were talking about mysid shrimp, and perhaps
spewed it for the reporter and given just a very short explanation of
vrhat inysid shrimp are, there would have been no misunderstanding
of what was going on.
I think that, we as journalists have to ask you questions; that you as
scientists have to, as Ellen Rogers pointed out, pick up on the cues-
does somebody look confused, Now it won't happen with any of the
panelists we have here, but you can get a reporter who might be
awed by the aura of interviewing somebody with an excellent
reputation within the scientific community. Without the experience
or the scientific background, the reporter may be a little bit timid
about asking questions and coining across as if they haven't done
their homework. They don't want to appear too stupid in front of
you. But as Ellen said they have to be able to explain the research
to their readers and viewers. So perhaps you could couch what
you' re saying in a little bit different terininology than you would use
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in a conference like this. I think it was Mr. Humphrey who talked
about being able to summarix» your research-<an you in 90 seconds
or three paragraphs or less take what is one, two, or three years of
research and summarise it into five key points? Perhaps draw
analogies to what a reader or viewer is going to understand.
I think this is something that scientists have to consider; that their
peers can understand them, but a journalist without the scientific
background may need some he!p from you folks to get that clear,
concise story that is, in essence, literature in a hurry, that has to fit
into 11 or 12 inches. That is not long for complex subjects.

Audience � I ~onder if either the scientists or the media see a place for
professional development conferences or courses for the media in
science writing and for scientists in communications? A few months
ago 1 was, I guess I would have to say appalled, when I was asked
to speak to a seininar for graduate, almost doctoral level, students in
a scientific discipline who had had no exposure as to how to
communicate their science to the public. I had to think back to high
school speech class to come up with things that seemed relevant to
helping them do this.

Peter 81y - I think this is a first rate suggestion. It is one that has been
made by a number of semor press people, not so much on the
Canadian side to my knowledge, but certainly on the U.S. side. On
a public radio broadcast a couple of weeks ago, exactly this point
was being made by some very senior people. I think it would be of
immense value, particularly if we could get the few really good
people who are publishing in significant newspapers and journals on
both sides of the border tuned m with some of the scientific
fraternity and the way we work and what we do. Perhaps this could
be done on a sabbatical basis or on an interchange basis. The
mechanisms are in place in most cases; they just haven't been used.
I think that many of us would be very appreciative end laud such an
activity.

Harold Humphrey - The scientist is spit out of his Ph.D. or M.D. or
whatever school much like a parent-to-be is spit out into society.
They don't have the training on how to parent; scientists don't have
the training on how to deal with the media, Yet many of us end up
in jobs that attract inedia attention, so we have to acquire that skill.
Perhaps it would be good to have training in media communications-
either that or scientists have to be Leo's and like to have the stage.

Martha %alter - Time for one more comment.
Audience - I think that's an excellent idea. I'm one of those reporters

who would love to come and spend some time at your conference.
I'm intrigued by the politics that are going on. The letter that I got
with the agenda had wonderftd ideas and good story possibilities,
and I wondered what could I find in the agenda to convince my
editor to let me neglect my duties for half a day or a day. Frankly,
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the only thing I could understand on the daily agendas was the
coffee breaks, so I'm here For this panel discussion and this is all the
time I can spend. I' ll have to get back to people on the agenda items
and their reports later.

Martha Walter - So the agendas need to be simplified as well as the
interviews.

Audience � Several years ago at the American Geophysical Union,
which is one of the national science meetings, all the session
moderators were asked well in advance to write an abstract of what
was being presented in their session. That idea might be pursued.
It's sort of a summary but it gives the topical areas, the highlights.

Martha Walter - It would be a good precursor to the preconference press
conference.

Audience � It would help the media because just the title of a talk may
not make any sense but the abstract might.

AucHenee � At a AAAS annual meeting they ran workshop sessions for
scientists on learning to communicate ideas and get them across to
the media, so some of these kinds of workshops are there.

hlartha Walter - It's 5:00 and we' re going to have to break. I think a
round of applause for our panel is in order.
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SKETCHES

Frank Blanchard - Mr. Blanchard is a senior science vvriter with The
University of Michigan News and Information Services. He
oversees coverage of U-M research m biology engineering botany
astronomy, physics, public health, pharinacy arid dentistry. In
1987, his departmeiit at U-M won the top prise in Q, national
coinpetition for excellence in general newswriting. Mr. Blanchard
previously was a reporter and editor for the Associated Press,
Atlanta Bureau. While there, he covered the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control. He has also been a reporter for three newspapers
and United Press InternationaL Mr. Blanchard holds a B.S. degree
in Journalism from the University of Florida.

Robert Campbell - Mr. Campbell is the environment vvriter for the
Detroit Free Prezs, where he earlier covered the federal courts,
politics, and Macomb County government. Mr. Campbell has won
several awards from wire services and the Michigan Press
Association for feature, investigative, and breaking news reporting.
In 1987 he was a national finahst in the prestigious Penney-
Missouri contest for consumer writing for a Detroit Magazine article
about the risks of eating Great Lakes fish. He has been a panelist
and has given talks on effective public information transfer at
employee training programs conducted by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and the Michigan Department of Natural
Resources. Mr. CampbeQ holds a B.A. in Journualistn from Michigan
State University, where he was inanaging editor of The Stote Neas,
the MSU student newspaper.

Ellen Rogers - Currently employed by the Ford Motor Company World
Headquarters Communications Network, Employee Communications
Department, Ms. Rogers has been a news reporter for four Midwest
television stations, including WILX-TV in Lansing, Michigan. While
at WILX, she was responsible for biweekly reports on medical,
health, and surgery issues. In addition to science reporting, she has
broad ezperience in general news, crime, and political reporting, and
has written, edited, produced, and anchored nevada programs. Ms.
Rogers has also contributed to local program network and Cable
News Network broadcasts. Ms. Rogers holds ta B.S. degree in Mass
Communication from St. Cloud University in St Cloud, Minnesota.



Sill Turne Mr. Turque joined Newsweek magazine in 1986, where he
now handles general news reportmg from Newsweek's Detroit
Bureau. In 1987, he co-authored "The Greater Lakes," an artie!e
that examined the high water level and toxic contamination
problems of the Great Lakes. He has been a reporter for the Kansas
City Star and national correspondent for the Dallas Times Herald.
His work there included assignments in Latin America to cover the
cocaine trade and in Japan to interview survivors of the 1945 atomic
bombing of Hiroshima. Mr. Turque earned a B.A. in English from
The University of Michigan, where he was co~ditor-inch!ef of the
Michigan Daily, the U-M student newspaper.

Harold K. B. Humphrey - Dr. Humphrey is Science Liaison Coordinator
and Environmentai Epidemiologist with the Michigan Department of
Public Health's Center for Environmenta! Health Sciences. He is
responsible for major investigations that eva!uate human exposure
to environmenta! contaminants. He works closely with news media
and the lay public to interpret highly technical and sometimes
controversial information about toxic environmental contamination.
He also serves on the Michigan Environmental Review Board, the
International Joint Commission Science Advisory Board, the
Michigan Sea Grant Col!ege Program External Advisory Committee,
and he is an at!junct professor with the College of Human Medicine
at Michigan State University,

Frank Quinn - Dr. Quinn is head of the Lake Hydrology Section of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's Great Lakes
Environmental Research Laboratory in Ann Arbor, Michigan. He is
recognised by both scientists and news media for his knowledge oF
Great Lakes hydrology. During the recent period of extraordinarily
high Great Lakes water !evels, Dr. Quinn's expertise was referred to
frequently by news media and others. As a result, he has been
wide!y quoted in regions! and national publications, including the
July 1987 National Geographic Magazine, and has been called upon
often to speak at many public and professional forums.



Marie Sandereoxi - Dr. Sanderson is Professor of Geography and the
founding director of the Great Lakes Institute  GLI!, both at the
Universtiy of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario. She is an international!y
known scientist who has worked in the People's Republic of China,
the U.S.S.R., India, Japan, England, and the U.S. She is active in
many scientific and professional organizations. As head of GLI, Dr.
Sanderson oversees research on high-profile, controversial
environmental problems such as toxic contanunation in Great Lakes
connecting channels and Great Lakes ~ster levels and diversions.
Consequently, she has had frequent contact with radio, television,
and newspaper reporters. Dr. Sanderson has also organized a
course outside the university for Detroit/Windsor-area citisens about
the Great Lakes.

Peter G. Sly - Dr. Sly is a senior scientist w!th the Canada Centre for
Inland Waters  CCIW! in Burlington, Ontario. Since coming to
CCIW from his native United Kingdom in 1967, Dr. Sly has used his
extensive research and management experience to coordinate
collaborative research projects that address a wide range of
environmental problexns. During the 1970s, he developed many of
CCIW's major Great Lakes research programs. Dr. Sly, a geologist
and engineer, is currently involved with fish habitat studies in the
Great Lakes and holds a number of scientific editorial positions. He
has written over 100 scientific reports and publications, is a past
president of the International Association for Great Lakes Research,
and is a member of several other professiona! societies.

Martha %alter - Ms. Walter is Comxnunications Co-Manager for the
Michigan Sea Grant Co!!ege Program in Ann Arbor. She has beeii
with Michigan Sea Grant for five years, where her duties have
included media re!ations and the development of strategies for
relaying Sea Grant research results to the public. She and her staff
have won national recognition for exec!!ence in news!etter miting
and design. Previously, Ms. Walter held a variety of editing and
writing positions with the Great Lakes Basin Commission in Ann
Arbor. Much of her work for the Comxnission invo!ved editing
technica! information and writing about such information for a lay
audience. She has a!so done free-!ance editing and writing. Ms,
Walter has a B.S. degree in Resource Development from Michigan
State University.
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used the broadcast znedia. The authors argue that the relationship between level of education and mass

edia used explains much of what they found.
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Bowman, J,S., and Hanaford, K. Maaa Media and the Environment Since Earth Day. Joarruzlism Quorreriy
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problerus. The most popular environmental topics in these magaxines were management of resources sod
water quality, while air quality and environmental additives were least popular.

Burger, Edward J. Jr. Health Riaha: The Challenge of Informiug the Public. Washington, D.C.: The
Media huditute, 1984.Through a series of case studies, the author argues that the media have done a less-thanwdequate and

sometimes destructive job of conveying risir, information. Among the press's faults, he notes, are teudeaci«
to aeusationahxe and to oversimplify.

Cole, Bruce J, Trends in Science and Confhct Coverage in Pour Metropolitan Newspapers. Joomelisrn
Quarterly 52:46&471, Auturun, 1975.A content analysis of four newspapers at three times-1951, 1961, and 197 1-indicated that more

controversy w as reported in 1971 science articles than in the previous years, and the coutroversr«were



reported across a much broader range of subject matter in 1971. The study also indicated that science
writers may be less likely to report controversy in science than are general staff reporters.

Culbertson, Hugh M., aad Stempel IlI, Guido H. Poesible Barriers to Agenda Setting ia Medical Hews.
Neurspaper Reseorch Jotirnol 5:5340, Spring 1984,The authors coatent ana!yaed more than 2000 medical news articles, editorials and coliunns from 10 Ohio
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newspapers.
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Newspapers aad the Public Interest. Journal of Corrirriunicotiori 34:62-73, Winter 1984,
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that coverage of risk factors had increased dramatically between 1977 and 1980, they also found that the
more recent stories continued to focus on "fast-breaking" events, giving the covei age a fragmented
appearance.
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Since the late 1960a, Gerbner and hia coUeagues have been trying to determine "the conceptions of social
reality that television tends to foster in ddferent groups of viewers." Their massive content analyses of
prime-time TV have included measures of images of scientists and of science, and in these articles the
investigators o%r some preliminary data supporting their contention that "science is bad news but good
drama" on TV.

Glynn, CarroU J., aad Time, Albert R. Sensationalism in Science Iasuesi A Case Study. Jourviolissi
Quarterly 59: 126-131, Spring 1982.Exaininea the manner in which two newspapers handled the TeUim Dam controversy. Concludes that,

although the newspapers did not senaationalise the issues, they often concentrated on peripheral issues
 such as the snail dartei!, aometiinea to the detriment of larger issues such as the potential impact of the
dam.

Greenberg, Rachel H.; Freimuth, Vicki S�and Bratick, Elaine. A Content Analytic Study of DaQy
Newspaper Coverage of Cancer, In Nimmo, Dan, ed. Communication 1'earbosk 3  New Brunswick, NJ:
Transaction Books, 1979! pp. 646464.More than 2000 newspaper atoriea from 49 daily newspapers were examined in this analysis of stories

about cancer, The researchers found that the storiea spent little space discussing prevention or detection,
two high priority topics among cancer apaciafists and health communicators. Also lacking waa
information about such contextual factors aa incidence rates and risk factors,

The Media Institute. Television Evening News Covers Nuclear Energy. Washington, D.C.: The Media
Institute, 1979.The institute, a nonprofit organisatiou that receives funding froiu major corporations, conducted a content

analysis of 469 television network newscasts about nuclear energy that were aired within the 10-year
period of August 5, 1968, to April 20, 1979. This time period includes the Three Mile Island accident.
Analysis indicated that network broadcasts did not provide sufficient information to enable a viewer to
inake a rational assessment of the risks and benefits of nuclear power generation; indeed, the institute

concluded that the network ptogramming contained a general, anti-nuclear bias.
Nimmo, Dan aml Combs, James E. Hightiy Horrors. Knoxville; The University of Tennessee Press, 1985.

The authors explore network television coverage of criaea by exainining the narratives chosen by the
networks to tell stories. Among the stories exp!ared are the accident at Three Mile Island, the eruption of
Mount St. Helens, and the 1982 Tylenol poisoninga. For each case, the authors analyxed aetwork telecaats
from the date ef the initial breaking of the story through the time when it ao longer received coatinuoua
coverage,

Scboenfeld, A. Clay. The Presa and HEPA: The Case of the Missing Agenda. Journolism Quarterly
66:577-585, Autuinn 1979.Some mass communications researchers argue the media have an agenda~tuig effect by publicixing

topic they make it more salient to the pubhc, Iu this article, SchoenfeM looks for an agenda~tting effect
related to the passage of the National Enviraiunental Policy Act in 1969. He finds none Media coverage
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of the evolution of the legislation was sparse; the author argues that media thus played only a minor role
in snaking the Landmark piece of legislation salient to the public before it became law.

Schoenfeld, A. Clay; Meier, Robert F.; and Griffin, Robert J. Constructing a Social Problem: The Press and
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probleius as a new social reality, They found that newspapers in the 1960s did not contribute much to the
dialogue surrounding emerging environmental issues. The authors then try to make sense of the iack of
coverage through sociological explanations of news making.

Science in the Streets. Report of the Twentieth Century Fund Task Force on the Communication of Scientific
Risk. New York; Priority Press, 1984.Donunating this task force report is a background paper by sociologist Dorothy Nelkin, who discusses

several case studies of media coverage of scientific risk.
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predominantly reassuring or positive."
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Accttracy of Maes Media Sciertce Coznmnziication
Borman, Susan Cray. Cossimunication AcctLracy in Magazine Science Reportiag. Jourriolism Quorterly
65:345-346, Summer 1978.This evaluation of the accuracy of mass circulation magaxine articles that dealt «ith three major scientific
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investigators.
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research in greater detaiL"
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downplay the subtle qualiications that dominate scientific prose,
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Jourjialism Quarterly 60:63&440, 670, Winter 1983.

In a quasiwxlieriineatal setting, the author found that readers considered science stories written in active
voice to be more interesting and easier to read than the same stories written in passive voice and in
nominal style  substituting nouns for verbs!, However, recall of the information didn't vary across the
three types of writing.

Bostian, Lloyd K, and Bryne, Tomas E. Coniprehenaion of Styles of Science Writing. Jouraaliam Quarsrrly
61:67&478, Autumn 1984.

Using the Close readabihty measure, the authors found that technical articles written in predominantly
active voice were easier to comprehend than were pieces written in predominantly passive or nominal
styles.

Funkhouser, G. Ray, and Msccoby, Nathan. Communicating Speclailaed Science information to si Lay
Andlesice. Journal of Cooioiunkatioa 21:68-71, March 1971; and Tailoring Science Writing to the General
Audience. Journalism Quarterl 50:220-226, Summer 1973.

Both articles are based on a study of the relationship of textual variables in science articles to audience
information gain, ertjoyment, attitude change and the tendency to seek further information about the topic
in the story. One finding~ was that scientists in the study enjoyed the "simplified" version of the science
articles as much as did the nonscientiste.

Grunig, Jaiues E. Three Stopping Experhnenta ois the Communication of Science. Jouraalisra Quarterly
51:387-399, Autumn 1974.

Grunig teated the abiTity of such reak&ihty devices ae parables and analogiee in econonucs stories to
cause readers to atop and think about the materiaL He found that the style of the stories was less
iinportaut than whether the content wae relevant to the reader. For readers «ho found the content
ieievaut, parables and analogies stimulated thinking aiul possible imderatanding. Examples, on the other
hand, seemed to siimulate even lese thinIking than did a straightforward treatment of the story content.

Huneaker, A, Enloymeist and Information GaIn iu Science Artie!ee. Journalism Quarterly 56:617%19,
Autumn 1979.

In an experimental setting, the author compared reader eqjolrment and information gain among subjects
wbo iced one of three versions of a psychology journal article. The thiue varied only m langiiage
simplicity. Findings indicated that while reader estjoyment increased aa the writing became simpler,
information gaia remained the same. He conchided that science can be written in a form that lay people
wouhl enjoy without sacrificing the amount of information being ingested.
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Scientists, Jottrnalieta, and Their Ijttaractiona
Carter, Roy E. Newspaper 'Gatekeepers' and the Sources of New s. Public Opinion Quorterly 22:133-144,
1968, This study offers a number of factors that influence relationships between journalists and physicians as

sources.

Dennis, Everette E., and McCartney, James, Science Journalists on Metropolitan Dailies, The Journal of
Environmental Education 10:9-15, Spring 1979.

This survey of 76 reporters from 52 different media organisations examines journalists' perceptions of their
worhing conditions, including notions of their audiences and the reporters' relationships with their sources.
The researchers found "niany" of their respondents to have special credentials and training in science.

Dunvroody, Sharon. Science Writers at Wooer., Research Report No. 7. Bloomington, Ind.: School of
Journalism Center for New Communications, 1978,

The study examines the new~lection behaviors of some of the top mass media science writers in the
United States as they covered a Large scientific meeting. Findings emphasise the high degree of
cooperation among jaurnalists as well as their dependence on the meeting planners to determine what was
news about the meeting itself.

Dunwoody, Sharon, The Science Writhag Inner Club: A Cosnrnunication Lkrilt Betvveen Science aud the
Lay Pt3blic. Science, Technology, dt Hurrton Values 5:14-22, Winter 1960.

This article argues that a relatively small group of prestigious science jourmdists plays a substantial role
in determining what news the public sees in the media about science. The "club" is examined as au
informal group that, among other functions, serves as a pool of resources for its participants.

Dunwoody, Sharon, and Scott, Byron. Scientists as Mass ll%edia Sources, Journotutrn Quarterly 59:62-59,
Spring 1962.Scientists in this twc-muversity survey were found to have much mare contact with journalists than was

expected. This study also found that a scientist's ranh «as positively related to both frequency of contact
with journalists and evaluation of the quality of mass media coverage of science. But it found no
relationship between a scientist's productivity and his/her level of exposure in the mass media.

Dunwoody, Sharon, and Ryan, Michael. Public information Persons as Mediators Betvrecn Scientists aud
Science Writers. Jourvtuiism Quarterly 60:847456, Winter 1963.

This study of scientists' perceptions of the roles played by public information personnel found that,
although scientists generally viewed such personnel favorably, they did not view them as integral to the
dissemination of scient'.

Dunwoody, Sharon, and Ryan, Michael. Scientific Barriers to the Popularisation of Science in the Mass
Ligadia. Journal of Cornrnunica6on 36:26-42, Winter 1986,

Scientists who responded to this national survey agreed that science as a culture does not re~ard
scientists for becoming involved in efforts to increase the public understanding of science,

Glynn, Carroll J. Science RePorters and Their Bditors Judge "Sensationalism". HeurspaJrer Research
Journal 6:69-74, Spring 1985.This survey of newspaper science reporters and their editors indicated that, while both journalists aiid

editors viewed "sensationalism" negatively, editors were less negative than reporters about the concept�
And the longer an individual had spent in a particular news organisation, the more positively that
individual rated the sensational treatment of science articles. This finding suggests that, over time,
journalists are socialixed into the values of their particular newsroom.

Goodell, Rae. The Visible Scientists, Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1977,
The author has interviewed articulate science celebrities and discusses not only their pervasiveness in
mass media science communication but also how and why they got there. The book examines science
journalisM to a limited degree.

Johnson, Kenneth. Disnensions of Judgment of Science News Stories, Journalism Quarterly 40:315-322,
Summer 1963.in this experimental setting, a group of editors evaluated the newsworthiness of science news stories

primarBy on the basis of color and excitement, while groups of science writers, scientists, an& both readers
and nonreaders of science news aLL emphasixed accuracy and significance.
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Nelkin,Dorothy, SeHing Science: How the Press Covers Science and Technology. New York: W.H.
Freeman and Co., 1987.This 224-page book provides an excellent critical overview of science communication by the mass media.

Examines the historic and modern4ay relationships between scientists and reporters, induding how
institutions and scientists often successfully control the media. The author suggests why media coverage
of science is Qawed, explains how scientists are prime generators of news, and discusses how journalists
may be too uncritical of the scientific world,

Pfund, Nancy, and Hofstadter, Laura. Bioniedical 1nnovation and the Press. Journot of Communication
31:138-154, Spring 1981.

The authors examined media coverage of industry involvement in recombinant DNA research in an
attempt to describe the level of coruplexity with which the media approached the issues, Among other

, they found journalists relying on mainstream" scientists as sources, with little attention paid to
dissident scientists or other individuals who did not offer consensual views. They also found coverage of
continuing issues to be disjointed, with many articles failing to provide scientific contexts for reported
discoveries.

Ryan, Michael. Attitudes of ScientiNe and Journalists Toward Media Coverage of Science News,
Jourvudism Quorterfy 56:18-26, 53, Spring 1979.

On the basis of a survey of scientists and science reporters, Ryan concludes that the attitudes of scientists
and journalists toward science news coverage are "remarkably simiiar." But each group perceived a larger
attitudinal gap than actually existed.

Ryan, Michael, and Dunwoody, Sharon. Academic and Professional Traisiing Patterns of Science Writers.
Journo6sm Quortenfy 62:239-246, 290, Sununer 1975,

This study is the most recent one on a national scale to look at the educational backgrounds of science
reporters. The study also asked respondents to reconunend training for future science reporters,

Shepherd, R. Gordon. Science News of Controversy: The Case of Marijuana. Journalism hfonogruphs, No.
62, August 1979; Shepherd, R. Gordon. Selectivity of Sources Reporting the Marlluana Controversy,
Journal of Communicution 31:129-137, Spring 1981.

This study investigated how well the press functioned in popularixing scientific views and findings on a
controversial issue. Shepherd's main interest was iu the credentials of "experts" used by journalists f' or
issues such as nuojjuana. Among other findings, he concluded that the actual marijuana expertise of
authorities quoted by the press was quite low; the majority of "experts" had themselves done little or no
reeersch on marijuana,

Metiia Coverage of the Social Sciences
Dunwoody, Sharon, and Stocking, S. Holly. Social Scientists and Journalists: Confronting the
Stereotypes. 1n Eli Rubinstein and Jane Brown, edx. The mafia, Social Science, and Social Policy /br Children.
Norwood, NJ; Ablex Publishing Company, 1985, pp. 167-187.

The authors suggest that rdationships between social scientists and journalists are sometimes based more
on stereotypical images of one another than on reality, They explore some of the more common
stereotypical portrayals of jourushsts utilized by scientists.

Higbie, Charles E., and Hanunond, Phillip E. A Mildly Sociological View of the Press Coverage of a
Sociological Convention. The American Sociologist 1:145-147, Msy 1966; and Hammond, Phillip E., and
Higbie, Charles E. Thc Convention. Ths Americon Sociologist 3:51-63, February 1968.

The authors and some of their graduate students observed journabsts and sociologists interacting at the
1966 American Sociological Association meeting in Chicago, The first article publishes their findings,
along with recommendations for maths the meeting more accessible to journalists who know little about
sociology. The second article recounts the authors' own attempts to make the 1966 meeting snore
accessible,

McCail, Robert B., and Stocking, S, Holly, Betweesi Scientists and public: Cosa ~~ti~ p h 1
Research Through the Mass Media. American Psychologist 37:985-995, September 1982,

Describes some of the differences between how social scientists and journalists operate and provides
practical hints on how scientists can work more productively with journalists.
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Waluru, Laurel Richardson. Sociology and the Niase Media: Some Major Problems and Modest
Proposals. The Am>.tvcun Sociologist 10:28-32, February 1975,A research presentation by Walum at a meeting of the American Sociological Association generated aflurry of media attention. The author describes what happened to her and her research, ultimately

arguing that social scientists must take a more active role in the dissemination process.
Weigel, Russell H�and.Pappas, Jeffrey J. Social Science and the Prose. american Psychologist 36:480-487,
May 1981,The authors unalyxe media coverage of sorue of the initiaj 6ndings by sociologist Jarues Coleman on the

effects of school desegregation. They found that the media uncriticaHy disseminated the research, even in
the face of dissenting voices from within the sociological community.

Teaching Mass Media Science Reporting
Burkett, Warren. Hews Reporting: Science, Medicine, and High Technology. Ames, Iowa: The Iowa
State University Prese, 1986.This science writing text provides a basic look, at the history of science vrriting in the United States, how

science news is gathered by the mass media, and what journalists should look for when covering such
topics ee drugs and technological risk.

Friedmau, Sharon M., and Trimble, Walter. Science Writing Worhehop, Bethlehem, Penn.; Lehigh
University, 1981.This report summarires a three-and-a-halfway workshop for general assignment reporters on dealing with

science-reiated topics. The report offers details on teaching strategies as weH as analysis of a foflow-up
study of the potential effects of the workshop on reporters' working habits,

Gastel, Barbara. Presenting Science to the Public, Philadelphia, Penn,; ISI Press, 1983,Practical advice to the scientist who serves as a source of information to journalists or who may wish to
communicate directly to the public.

Griffin, Robert J�and Schoeufeld, Clay, Environmental Impact: University ProIIrams in Journalism.
The Journal of Znvironmentol Education 14:4-10, FaH 1982.A survey of the environmental content of journalism courses throughout the country found that about 10percent of the programs have separate qourses in environmental reporting, while environmental contentotherwise tends to surface in public affairs reporting courses. The best predictors of environmental writingcontent in programs were the presence of an environmentally interested faculty member and of a graduate-

level environmental program.Teaching Science and Envtronroental Writing. The Journal ofKnvironmentolZducotion. Vol. 10, Spring
1979. This special issue of the journal published papers presented in 1978 at a science writing symposium inSeatae, Included are a survey of science journalists on metropolitan daily newspapers, a discussion of the

structures and goals of science and environmental writing courses being taught at coHeges and
universities, and a number of articles on specific teaching techniques.

Teaching Scientific Writing. The English Journal. Vol. 67, Spring 1978.This special issue emphasitas teaching scientific writing in English classes. Nearly 20 authors have
contributed short articles on techniques, goals and perspectives on teaching.

Special Publications on Mass Media Science Communication
Smith, Virginia Carter, and Alberger, Patricia L., eds. Comanunicath~ Unbrersity Research, Washington,
D.C.: Council for the Advanceruent and Support of Education, 1985.This 137-page handbook is an updated version of an earlier one based on the proceedings of a feH 1980conference conducted by CASE for university science writers. Includes summaries of talks and paneldiscussions and a ref'erence list. Issues tackled indude the importance of communicating universityresearch, the public's perception of research, reaching speci6c audiences, handHIqI controversial research,translating research language for the general public, and retainisg journalistic credibility while serving

institutional interests.
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Friedman, Sharon M.; Dunwoody, Sharon; and Rogers, Carol I., eds, Scientists aad Journalists: Reporting
Science Aa News. New York; The Free Press, 1986.

Based on a series of science communication sessions at recent annual meetings of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, this book includes chapters by both scientists aad journalists
that describe the complexities of relationships between the two groups. Includes both empirical data aad
anecdotal accounts.

Goodfield, June, Reflections on Science aad the Media. Washington, D,C,: American Association for the
Advancement of Science, 1981.

Although more of a personal essay than a comprehensive look at the state of mass media science
comrnuaicatioa, this book raises a number of issues concerned with relationships between scientists and
jouraahate. It also briefly describes a number of "case studies" where relationships became problematic,

Nowak, Paul F., ed, Eavimasneatal Journalism: The Best of the Meesaaa Aschive. Ana Arbor, Mich.:
The University of Michigan, 1988.

This 266-page book presents seven award~ning newspaper feature stories that address different
environmental issues from across the U,S. Each feature is subdivided into six to 13 separate articles.
Together these 70-plua articles were judged to be examples of the best environmental journalism produced
in the U.8, aiace 1981, Several of the features spurred community or governmental action. Reporter
biographies are included. Articles were selected from among 1000 articles oa file in the Meeman Archive
of environmental journalism, established by the Scripps Howard Foundation at The Uaiversity of Michigan
School of Natural Resources in Ana Arbor.

Popalar Reportiag of Agricaltaral Science: Strateglea for improvement. Proceedings of the National
Agricultural Science!nformation Conference, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 1979,

This conference offered papers on a wide range of science communication topics, Included are remarks oa
the process and problems of science communication by scientists, farmers, science writers, and news
consumers.  Papers frora the conference are printed in Fhe ACZ Quarterly  Vok 62, No. 4!!.

SIPIscopo, the newsletter of the Scientists' Institute for Pubhc Information, 365 Lexington Avenue, New York,
NY 10017.

Part of each bimonthly issue is devoted to science communication topics. Recent topics explored have
included "Informing the Public: Why Bother?", "How the Media Cover Cancer," and "Why is Science
Writiag so Uncritical of Science?"

Special Issue oa Iaterpretiag Technology for the Noaepeciaiiat. IZZZ Transactions on Professional
Coetjauaicotion, Vol, PC-26, December 1982.

Thi ~ issue includes several articles on writing strategies useful in "translating" scientific languages into
plain English.

Techaologyt The Now Media Superstar, Professionol Zngiaeer, September 1981.
In this special issue five articles attempt to articulate the problems of communicating technology to the
pubhc. Some of the articles also deal «ith science communication in general.

Other Science Comtnnnication Bibiiographies

Bowea, John E.; 8tamm, Keith R.; Jackson, Kenneth M.; and Moore, Jeff, Coaunaaicatioa of Technical
Iaforraatioa to Lay Audiences, Seattle School of Comrauaications, University of Washington, May 1978.

Reviews communication research relevant to the rela'tioaship between people aad techaology. The result is
aa excellent compilation of more than 160 studies.

Guinierie, Ranee, aad SchoeufeM, A. Clay. An Aaaotated BibBograpby of Eavtronmeatai Cotnmaaication
Research aad Cosameatary: 1969-1979. Columbus ERIGSMEAC Clearinghouse for Science, Mathematics,
and Environmental Education, The Ohio State University College of Education and School of Natural Resources,
1200 Chambre Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212, 1979.

This bibliography coven 10 years of environmental communication research. With few exceptioas, only
articles published in refereed U.S. journals are abstracted. Each aaaotation includes a brief discussion of
the problem, methodology, fiadiags aad coaciusions.
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